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This is a black-and-white version of duik bassel. Duik is a free script for Adobe After Effects animation software. Facilitates character, props and camera animation. Duik creates platforms that allow the animator to manipulate the characters in a very intuitive way. Founded in 2009 in France, very simply at
the beginning, Duik is now very complete and has international success; It is used to create TV series, advertising, motion design, video games, music videos, short films and feature films. It is used in many companies around the world. Duik has been free software (open source) since its inception, and
the new version of Duik Bassel, was funded by a Crowdfunding campaign that was a huge success in early 2017. This success has enabled a complete overhaul with many new features and improvements, while creating a large international community of users. Duik is a free script for Adobe After
Effects animation software. Facilitates character, props and camera animation. Duik creates platforms that allow the animator to manipuati characters in a very intuitive way. Founded in 2009 in France, very simply at the beginning, Duik is now very complete and has international success; It is used to
create TV series, advertising, motion design, video games, music videos, short films and feature films. It is used in many companies around the world. Duik has been free software (open source) since its inception, and the new version of Duik Bassel, was funded by a crowdfunding campaign that was a
huge success in early 2017. This success has enabled a complete overhaul with many new features and improvements, while creating a large international community of users. - The back cover. Duik Bassel.2Documentationv16.2.24 Read the user manual of the latest version of Duika, 16th, which
included months of development, 10 years after the release of the first version of Duika. This new version of Duik is the biggest script I've ever developed for After Effects, and I believe it's actually the biggest script available for After Effects. It's not just a new version of Duika that you may already know,
it's a whole new thing, every line of code has been re-read, reconsidered and re-written, with lots of add-ons, improvements and new features. I realized that Duik is no longer just a script, but really deserves the name of set tools for After Effects. The full list of features is huge, and it is more like a lot of
different scripts packed together to bring animation in After Effects to a whole new level. I've worked very this, and I'm proud to give it to you. Free! Yes, it's still free, even if a lot of its individual features could be sold for tens of dollars, as we still believe that free and open source software can make the
world a better way. And we stick to our convictions. Of course, that would not have been possible without your invaluable support. /- Duduf Copyright (C) 2019 Nicolas Dufresne and contributions. Permission is granted for copying, distributing and/or modifying this document under the terms of a GNU free
documentation license, version 1.3 or later, published by the Free Software Foundation; without invariant sections, front-cover text and no back-to-back texts. A copy of the license is included in the documentation license section. Copyright © 2018-2020 Rainbox Laboratory and Nicolas Dufresne Built with
MkDocs using a theme provided by Read the Docs. Next » Make yourself a great gift to buy the latest guide Duik.Duik Bassel will no longer have any secrets for you, and this would be a great support for the future development of Duika! This guide is available in English, and you can buy it in black and
white or in color, depending on your budget. Enjoy! This is the second edition of the User Guide, which includes all new features of Duik Bassel.2! ISBN: 9780244836405Copyright: Nicolas Dufresne and Contributors (GNU Free Documentation License)Edition: Second Edition and Full ColorJavnjalec:
Rainbox Laboratory Published: 20 Nov, 2019Sage: EnglishPages: 200Binding: Perfect-bound PaperbackInterior Ink: Full colorWeight: 1.01 lbs. Dimensions (inches): 5.83 wide x 8.26 high ISBN: 9780244836412Pis: Nicolas Dufresne and co-decisionrs (license for free GNU documentation)Release:
Second edition in black and whiteJavnik: Rainbox Laboratory Published: 20. November 2019Sual: EnglishPages: 200Binding: Perfect-bound PaperbackInterior Ink: Black &amp; white Weight: 0.78 lbs. Dimensions (inches): 5.83 wide x 8.26 © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates This book should
be if you plan to use the Plugin After Effects of Duik. It goes over everything you need to know about this beef plugin and then something. I highly recommend reading. Reading.
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